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GODFATHER:  Good Evening Patriots 

Today on THE CUTTING EDGE we host Cde Jones Musara who is a well know 
political commentator and activist. The past week has a lot of debate happening 
on social networks whe Cde Jones had a tiff with Cde Zhuwao. Today we hear it 
all.  

Our moderators will be Cde Roeze and Cde Changamire 

Without wasting much of your time I will hand over the proceedings to our 
Moderators 

Cde Roeze, you can proceed 

CDE ROEZE:  Thank you GodFather. 

Cde Jonasi Mandiwisa Musara, thank you for gracing this forum. CDE, for the 
sake of those here who do not know you, please tell us a little bit about your 
background 

Who really is cde Jones? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: thank you Cdes for the welcome 

my background: am a citizen of Zimbabwe born in 1985 in Zaka Masvingo. i have 
a bachelor's degree in Sociology from UZ and McMaster University in Canada. 
currently ndiri manager pahotera in Canada. I am involved in politics having 
entered politics as a Junior Councillor in 2001. 



CDE ROEZE: Thank you for letting us in on your background cde. Without wasting time lets 
get into politics; What is your take on the impact of social media on the political 
terrain in africa, , particularly in Zimbabwe? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: social media is a significant game changer. 

look right now we can have this forum of pple across the world without meeting 
in person. now if dont have access to tv, radio or newspaper you can get some 
informartion from social media where even print and electronic media now go 
further to post news. 

ordinary pple can also speak their views..in some cases where there is political 
persecution you can use social media to speak whilst concealing your identity 

even me after bein g attacked by Cde P Zhuwao in the Sunday Mail which he has 
access to but which I dont, i responded thru social media. dai pasina social 
media his 99% lies against me would have gone unchallenged 

CDE ROEZE: I can only concur with you there comrade. Speaking of the media and politics 
(social media), those of many who follow your Facebook walls have been 
murmuring in amusement of your views on the politics around succession 
trajectories of the country and zanu pf. What are your views in regard to 
succession...? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: finally social media is cheaper to use to campaign..but it must not be the only 
platform for one to campaign bcz many Zimbas still have no access to it 

succession: we must operate within the law and the law allow Zimbabwe 
citizens to freely talk about succession and influence it 

CDE ROEZE: The beauty of being here is you get to express yourself cde. I shall pierce into 
the zhuwao musara contention soon 

CDE JONES MUSARA: we must have a clear and planned in advance succession because failing to plan 
is planning to fail. we dont want a chaotic succession in which the appoing party 
Zanu PF may appoint 2 or more successors as we have seen happening with MP 
candidates in Harare East recently 

and if there is chaos, that can give imperialists a door to intervene 

CDE ROEZE: We at zanu pf are not questioning such freedom of course but your discussion 
of the matter tourched a storm a few weeka back when you alleged that cde 
Patrick Zhuwao is behind the succession plan and you alleged that this is in bid 
to keep the Presidency under the Gushungo clan and/or hegemony. What 
necessitated your theory and whats your basis for such assertion? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: finally, whilst Zanu PF is the only party empowered by the state Constitution to 
appoint HE, President Mugabe successor, Zimbabweans who are not Zanu PF 
members are also empowered by the same state Constitution to freely talk 
about succession and influennce it 



Cde Patrick wants succession to be talked about at his own time. at his own 
clock. He talks about succession the way he wants it to go but does not want 
fellow Zimbabweans to also talk about their own views. that is unacceptable 
dictatorship coming from someone with a hidden agenda. He does not attack 
those who say vanhu vose kuna Amai or vanoti nyembe kuna Eve..that shows 
you his preferance on succession 

CDE ROEZE: What hidden agenda would he possibility harbour? Do you think he is causing 
unnecessary divisions in the party? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: hidden agenda is he has his own preferred successor even though he pretends 
he does not have 

CDE ROEZE: Same as you have openly picked and showed your preference when it comes to 
succession, right? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: divisions: vanhu vari kuhwandirana muZanu PF on succession..people have their 
different choices for successor but many dont dare say so lest you get kicked 
down or kicked out of Zanu PF and many find it hard to survive politically and 
literaly out of ZPF. if succession was being an open process with different 
camps, at least pple can be told these camps arr just there during the campaign 
for successor but we r one party..now how do u say that msg if succession is a 
taboo subject? 

CDE ROEZE: Speaking of partisanship, many of us who have followed you on social networks 
know that, this is not the first neither is it the second time you have openly 
declared yourself an independent.  What does it say about your character as a 
politician and political analyst? ...You said up there many find it difficult to 
survive out of zanu pf..are you surviving? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: yes i have my preferred successor and i have been exaining on facebook why i 
think Mnangagwa is the best person among those with realistic chances 

CDE ROEZE: Same as you have openly picked and showed your preference when it comes to 
succession, right? 

(Thats an RT qsn that came after the Zhuwao qsn) 

CDE JONES MUSARA: changing back and forth to be an Independent shows i am not stuck in a party..it 
also shows i am willing to change course if something is not working out. It also 
shows i cant bend principles just to get party membership 

CDE ROEZE: Some say you envy comrades like cde Maziwisa and your stance on being for 
zanu pf one minute and the next you are castigating HE RG Mugabe, is you 
trying to play the cards the same way he did. How far true is this? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: Survival outside Zanu PF: the fact is i have not gotten material things or posts 
thru Zanu Pf. I have been hunti g for myself whethrr i am in Zanu PF or not so if i 
am out of zanu pf the hunt goes on. i also dont lose any post bcz i didbt have 
one in the first place. what i lose to some extent from some is the title Cde and 
also the attacks increase from some Zanu PF cadres 



If you are hunting, like you say, what makes you/made you to come back all the 
other times you've come back.? Is it because Zanu Pf is and has unmatched 
principles that can only guarantee the survival of this nation? ? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: no i dont envy Maziwisa..he is an MP and Zanu PF Deputy Director of Info and 
Publicity: those are big posts..i dont know what he went thru to get those posts 
so i can not copy what i dont know...what i know is he was a critic of Zanu Pf 
who became an officila and had a very fast rise 

i am no copycat 

CDE ROEZE: Maybe its because loyalty has its rewards.  Well lastly before I open the floor to 
my fellow patriots, I want to conclude by going back to the Zhuwao Musara 
issue 

CDE JONES MUSARA: i came back to try to improve and boost zanu pf delivery to the nation from 
within zanu pf. that has not worked so it does not make sense to stick to 
something not working 

CDE ROEZE: This fight, has damaged the party's name most. What do you suggest must be 
done so that such differences wont affect the party's name? 

CDE JONES MUSARA: ha, zanu pf if a very big and strong party..i dont think a fight btwn P Zhuwao and 
Jones Musara damages Zanu PF much 

is* 

to minimize damage such things like the tiff btwwn PZ and JMusara could have 
been handled thru a debate so that it can just be" people robustly debating"not 
fighting 

CDE ROEZE: Response to your answer: You said it yourself comrade, Zanu pf is a big and 
strong party, one individual trying to boost it from inside to ensure delivery, is 
close to nothing compared to a team of cadres who are actually still in place and 
who have been patient enough, endured and always strive to make sure service 
is delivered. ..so maybe you should have held on a little more� �  

CDE JONES MUSARA: people should openly debate ideas and views and shake hands after if its a face 
to face debafe 

Time is our greatest enemy: Thank you Cde . We are now opening the floor to 
other patriots 

CDE JONES MUSARA: well, its not about one person trying to be an econet or telecel or netone 
booster...rathr its about coming in to complement efforts of cadres already 
insids..but if u r coming in to support a soccer team wonzi cheer own goals that 
s problematic 

CDE MANDIE: Welcome again cde Jones and we thank you for coming here to freely air yr 
views 



CDE JONES MUSARA: thank you for inviting me Cdes and thank you for having in place polite and 
competent moderators 

Yes cde. Team work over individualism 

FOUNDER CLEO: Cde jones thnx for your time but sometimes you run away from challenges. 

CDE MANDIE: Jones on yr posts you sometimes say pasi neG40 gutsavashoma. I need a bit of 
explanation on that. And since you are open abt succession and yr preferred 
candidate dont you think that people will think that you are getting something 
from yr preferred successor 

CDE JONES MUSARA: thank you Cde..no i run away from what is not working 

CDE ROEZE: Lets give our guest time to respond, cde Cleopas whats your question? Or you 
are simply passing a comment? 

G40. Important and ordinate question 

FOUNDER CLEO: Kkkk Cde Jones don't run from problems, solve them from within. 

CDE JONES MUSARA: Ngwena has never given me anything and i dont want anything except good 
leadership..from good leadership the nation benefits and those national 
benefits of national dvlpnt is what i want 

FOUNDER CLEO: I'm simply pass a comment my leader 

CDE ROEZE:  Noted cde Cleopas 

CDE JONES MUSARA: i was responding to Cde Cleo on challenges when i said i run away from wats not 
working 

FOUNDER CLEO: Whr dd jones ce ngwena's leadership. 

CDE ROEZE: Stand down comrades for cde Mai Mercy's question on G40. Cde Musara, please 
give us your views on g40 

CDE JONES MUSARA: from his record 

G40 was initially written about by Prof Jonathan Moyo and he was back then 
saying Gvnt shld target delivering the needs of pple from the ages 24 to 40 
yrs.that was before it became a succession group now essentially a Gutsavanhu 
40 

so now G40 s about Gutsavashoma 40 ndosaka ndichiti pasi nayo bcz surely 
gutsaring 40 pple out of abt 14 million Zimbabweans is wrong. 

CDE CHIRANDU: Cde Jones Musara, again thank you for joining us here. To my knowledge, you 
once ran a presidential ambition campaign on facebook a while back. Then you 
came to Zim, joined MDC-Ncube at the time with whispers coming out you were 
going to contest in Harare Central i hear, only to finally land in Zanu-pf. To 
someone looking at your trail from this angle, you look like a serial political flip-



flopper. Is this what you are? If not what exactly inspires your political 
decisions? 

CDE NDAVENI: Cde Musara "The State Provocateur" , is this a malicious lie or its just me the 
first to say this? 

CDE ROEZE:  Amongst the other party cde Musara has dealt with is," Dare and ADP" 

Parties* 

CDE JONES MUSARA: @ Cde Chirandu: back then I think i was very immature...thats one of the 
challenges of doing zvepolitics uri mudiki..its like teenage dating...if you date 3 
or 4 pple wen you are young does that make you a prostitute? or if you are a 
soccer player and you go for trials at caps, hangwe, kariba then dembar and 
dont get signed up does that make u a soccer  prostitute? 

FOUNDER CLEO: Cde jones dosen't have content dn wry about his post he just tlk. A realy 
politician come on the ground and demonstrate for his thoughts. 

CDE ROEZE: Esteemed patriots, I will allow our honoured guest to respond to the questions 
already asked and then perhaps take one more question then we close PT. 

CDE JONES MUSARA: @ Cde Chirandu: back then I think i was very immature...thats one of the 
challenges of doing zvepolitics uri mudiki..its like teenage dating...if you date 3 
or 4 pple wen you are young does that make you a prostitute? or if you are a 
soccer player and you go for trials at caps, hangwe, kariba then dembar and 
dont get signed up does that make u a soccer  prostitute?� � � � � � � � �  strong 
one 

i am not a politician...in any case politics is not just abt contestinf for office or 
organizing demos..besides u dont just start o the ground, u start from 
somewhere..i am almost 30 and i dont need to do ill prepared things just to fit 
into your defntn of a politicisn 

CDE ROEZE:  5 minutes left patriots 

CDE MANYATI: Cde G 40 cannot be taken to mean a 40 people. The closest meaning it can have 
is age related. Allowing new blood to takeover the reigns of the party. Is not the 
idea if u take it from that angle noble. The new blood have to organise selves, 
somehow but within the party, not leaving it, to take over naturally from their 
elders. How come u pin it on feeding only a 40 people? 

GODFATHER:  Aah hanzi 5minutes 

 

Cde Jones 

 

So are you Zanu PF or are we going to see you in Zanu PF? 



CDE ROEZE:  Good point cde Brian 

CDE JONES MUSARA: Cde Mpinduki: there are no permanent frends or enemies in politics 

We all know its age related.  Means focus and party strength shud be entrusted 
to young blood. (Those under 40)..an ancestral strategy that great men like 
Shaka used 

CDE ROEZE:  Cde Musara, any last words to the patriots? 

CDE NDAVENI: Cde Jones Musara is exercising  his constitutional freedom remember the  same 
Cde Patrick Zhuwawo once disagreed with VP Mnangagwa on the death 
sentence and professor Moyo on Criminal defamation and l believe it is the case 
with Cde Jones Musara on succession 

CDE CHANGAMIRE: Chinun'una Jones how are you, apologies am just landing? 

CDE DANIEL: The multi million dollar question is that is g40 realy existing if not where is this 
smoke coming from 

CDE MANDIE:  Good question cde Daniel 

CDE ROEZE:  Changamire madye manonoko 

Stand down patriots..cde Musara you can respond then we close. 

CDE JONES MUSARA: lets be patriotism driven..that is one thing we share most as Zimbabweans apart 
from our shared nationality, humanity and the basic human needs. Thank you 
once again or inviting me Cdes..ndakumbogadzirira kuyenda kubasa. see you 
around 

CDE MANDIE:  � � � cde Jones Musara 

CDE JONES MUSARA: thank u Cdes 

GODFATHER:  Cde Jones 

Thank you for being a part of us but as my moderator said hanzi its time up. 

Cde Roeze 

Thank you for the sterling job. 

CDE JONES MUSARA: You are welcome Cde. Zanu PF is home. 

CDE ROEZE: Comrade Jones; From me the Moderator Cde Roeze Vee Mutebuka, I say thank 
you 

 

 

*****PRIME TIME ENDS***** 


